MBW, Inc. offers a variety of manufacturing capabilities under one roof. We specialize in machining, but also offer welding, shot blasting, assembly and painting services. In 1967, our company was built on innovation and this tradition continues today with our commitment to reinvest in our employees and state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies. Our belief in developing long-term relationships has enabled MBW to continually exceed our customer’s expectations.

**Two - NH5000 Mori Seiki Horizontal High-Precision Machining Center**
- 50 taper/8000rpm spindle
- (3) 500mm x 500mm pallets
- 1000psi Chip Blaster Coolant System
- Travel-X(28.7”), Y(28.7”), and Z(33.5”)
- Equipped with Renishaw Probing System
- B-axis one deg rotational capability

**Two - NL2500SMC/700 Continuous Machining/Dual-process Turning Center**
- Max turning diameter – 14.0”
- Max turning length – 27.7”
- Travel - X(10.2”), Z(31.3”) and B(28.9”)
- Max spindle speed -
  - Main Spindle: 4000rpm
  - Sub-Spindle: 6000rpm
- Max spindle speed for live tooling – 6000rpm
- 1000psi Chip Blaster Coolant System
- 4’ Bar Feeder

**Additional Capabilities**
- Wet paint system
- Manual welding
- CMM inspection reports

**Contact Information**

BOB BRAUN
VP of Manufacturing

PH: 262-644-5234 Ext. 150
EMAIL: bbraun@mbw.com
250 Hartford Road
Slinger, Wisconsin 53086
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